
FusionFox Talent AI Cloud 
ADVANCED ONBOARDING AUTO PILOT

Time to Auto Pilot onboarding process with FusionFox Advanced 
Onboarding AI. It transforms onboarding process by eliminating 
most of the manual activities that consume significant time of HR 
staff and other departments involved in Onboarding process. 
Connecting all the stack holders including candidate, HR staff, 
Training or Induction Organizers, IT and Administration who needs 
to collaborate in order to provide smooth, efficient and great first 
impression that last longer. Robotic Task allocation, Automated 
communications, Timeline Planning, Followup and Escalation rules 
are handled by our innovative Bot Fusion Imbarco

FusionFox AI covers functionality starting from including appointed  
candidates in the onboarding plan, selecting process that needs to 
be followed, initiating ionboarding, creating tasks to be completed  
or initiated and finally follow escalation process in case critical 
action is getting delayed.

Setup Onboarding Process, Criteria and Timeline Rules


Create multiple processes as per the need and structure  


Link positions and locations with Onbaoridng process


Define day wise candidate schedule 


Setup department wise or person wise task rules


Robotic Task allocation and timeline management


Automated communication, reminders and followups


Innovative iOnboarding start with a good impression


Integrated with iAppointments


Manage induction activities within iOnbaording


Department manager dashboard to monitor tasks 


Individual task center to update status 


Workflow based process and task management


Innovative Dashboard and Data Analytics

KEY FEATURES

iOnboarding 

FusionBot Imbarco automatically initiates iOnboarding when joining 
date of the candidate is finalized. It creates user Id, random password 
and sends an email along with link to the candidate for self 
onboarding. Candidates can access and update all the relevant 
details, view onboarding activities planned for them, induction plan 
and learn about their new colleagues.

Building Cognitive Intelligence 

What does HR do when someone accepts the job offer and he or she is 
scheduled to onboard? It first identifies the position or job profile of the 
candidate and then onboarding location or operating unit. Based on this, 
they decide what actions are to be planned for the candidate due to 
onboard and this can be based on manual checklist that includes actions 
to be taken by different department and then HR staff communicate with 
all the concerned departments or stakeholders about the actions along 
with indicative soft timelines. If there is any delay in executing tasks of 
action then they send follow-up emails or reminders. This entire process 
knowledge can be transferred to cognitive intelligence setup in 
FusionFox Onboarding Auto Pilot.

Robotic Workflow and Communicator 

Powerful workflow engine and communication process manager 
works along with the Fusion Imbraco to ensure that every action is 
executed efficiently and well in time.



Flexibility and Integration 

FusionFox AI solutions comes with an integration adaptor to help 
organizations already using an existing HCM or Talent management solution. 
They can still benefit from our innovative AI solutions that are just designed 
to eliminate most of Human tasks.

On Amazon (AWS) Cloud 

This is available on Amazon cloud but can also be deployed on any other 
public or private cloud. FusionFox use service oriented architecture that 
makes it easy to integrate with any other systems using our build-in APIs 
or custom web services.

Robotic Process Management 

Onboarding process is handled by our innovative bot Fusion Imbraco. 
This will take over tasks such as planning and allocation, checklist based 
actions, automated communications, reminders, follow-ups and monitor 
timeline so that you accomplish activities in time without any chaos and 
with high efficiency.

Product Site link         https://www.fusionfox.info/adon-ai


Video Demo:               https://www.fusionfox.info/adobai-video


Contact Email             talent360@fusionfox.info

Fusion Imbarco 
Configuration

Fusion Bot Imbarco is 
ready to Auto Pilot 
Onboarding process using 
Artificial Intelligence
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